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Abstract
We examine, from a geometrical point of view, the dynamics of a relativistic
extended object with loaded edges. In the case of a Dirac-Nambu-Goto [DNG] ob-
ject with DNG edges, the worldsheet m generated by the parent object is, as in
the case without boundary, an extremal timelike surface in spacetime. Using simple
variational arguments, we demonstrate that the worldsheet of each edge is a con-
stant mean curvature embedded timelike hypersurface on m, which coincides with
its boundary, ∂m. The constant is equal in magnitude to the ratio of the bulk to the
edge tension. The edge, in turn, exerts a dynamical influence on the motion of the
parent through the boundary conditions induced on m, specifically that the traces of
the projections of the extrinsic curvatures of m onto ∂m vanish.
PACS: 11.27.+d
I. INTRODUCTION
The lowest order phenomenological action describing the dynamics of a relativistic ex-
tended object, or membrane, is proportional to the area of its worldsheet, m, and is known
as the Dirac-Nambu-Goto [DNG] action (For relevant examples, see [1, 2, 3] and, in the
related statistical mechanical context, [4]). The corresponding equations of motion of a
closed object (without boundary) are completely described by the worldsheet diffeomor-
phism covariant system of non-linear second order hyperbolic partial differential equations:
Ki = 0 . (1)
Here Ki is the trace of the ith extrinsic curvature of m embedded in spacetime, one for
each co-dimension of the embedding. In particular, the classical dynamics is entirely inde-
pendent of the tension of the membrane, µ0..
In this paper we focus on the modification required to this geometrical description when
massive edges are admitted. Such edges may consist of several disconnected components.
Concrete examples consist of a segment of string with monopoles attached to its ends (a
disconnected boundary) or a domain wall bounded by a string. The former is relevant in
hadron physics as an effective description of color flux tubes in QCD[5]. The dynamics of
such systems is also relevant in cosmology because objects of this type could have been
generated if the early universe underwent an appropriate sequence of phase transitions[1, 6].
The key observation is that each edge worldsheet is itself an embedded hypersurface in
the worldsheet of the parent membrane, which coincides with the boundary of the parent
worldsheet. The edges are thus treated as membranes themselves, one dimension lower
than the parent membrane. The parent worldsheet is the spacetime where the edges live.
Since the parent membrane has a dynamics of its own, however, this is no longer a fixed,
prescribed background spacetime. In the lowest order approximation, the edges will also
be described by a DNG action of the appropriate dimension with its own characteristic
tension, µb (or mass, if pointlike). The edge worldsheet ∂m will then satisfy[7]
µbk = −µ0 , (2)
where k is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of ∂m embedded in m.
There are two tractable approximations. In the limit that the mass of the edge tends
to zero the null boundary dynamics associated with the theory of open membranes is
recovered[2]. This limit is the one adopted for the open string action of string theory in
its most ambitious form as a theory of everything. On the other hand, in the limit that
the edge tension goes to infinity, µb →∞, the edges themselves become extremal surfaces
of the background spacetime, and the membrane interpolates accordingly. In particular, if
the background spacetime is flat, the edges can be assumed fixed. This approximation is
frequently exploited in the string approximation of the inter quark potential[5].
The equations of motion (1) and (2) are not complete as they stand. What is missing
is a statement about the dynamical feedback that the edges have on the parent object
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spanning them. (This simple fact was overlooked in Ref. [7].) This is implemented in
the form of constraints on the extrinsic geometry of m at the boundary. Specifically, one
obtains that,
HabKiab = 0 , (3)
where Kiab is the i
th extrinsic curvature of m embedded in spacetime, Hab is the projection
operator inm onto ∂m, and this equation is to be evaluated on ∂m. These constraints must
be implemented as boundary conditions on Eqs.(1). Suppose we had failed to implement
these conditions. Then any given initial conditions on the boundary which are tangent to
the worldsheet of a closed solution to Eqs.(1) would simply generate a timelike hypersurface
on this worldsheet. The only feedback it would have on the parent membrane would be to
determine the limits of the truncation of the closed solution. On the contrary, the boundary
conditions (3) generally place stringent conditions on the motion of the membrane. They
are, however, vacuous when the membrane is totally geodesic, Kiab = 0. Such is the case
of a planar worldsheet describing, for example, a non-rotating string or a planar disc of
membrane in Minkowski space.
For the case of a string with massive ends, the boundary equation of motion (2) and
boundary conditions (3) can be cast in a particularly attractive form. If the trajectory of
an end is parametrized with proper time τ , then Eqs. (2) and (3) can be combined to give:
µbDτ
(
dXµ
dτ
)
= −µ0 ηµ , (4)
where ηµ is the inward normal to the boundary of the string worldsheet, and Dτ :=
(dXµ/dτ)Dµ is the projection onto the end worldline of the spacetime covariant derivative.
The acceleration of an end is therefore of constant magnitude and directed into the string
worldsheet.
This paper is organized as follows: In sect.II we provide a summary of the relevant
mathematical formalism. In particular, we discuss the connection between the hierarchy of
embeddings: ∂m inm, m in spacetime, and the direct embedding of the edges in spacetime.
In order to simplify our presentation we confine our attention to the case of an extremal
membrane, described by the DNG action, with edges described by a DNG action of one
lower dimension. In sect.III we derive the complete equations of motion for this system,
Eqs.(1), (2) and (3). What is remarkable is just how efficient variational principles are in
isolating the appropriate boundary conditions[8]. We conclude in Sect. IV with a brief
discussion that focuses on a rotating string with massive ends.
II. KINEMATICS
To begin with, consider an oriented timelike worldsheet m of dimension D, which
corresponds to the trajectory of the membrane in an N -dimensional spacetime {M, gµν}.
The worldsheet m is described by the embedding[9]
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xµ = Xµ(ξa) , (5)
where xµ are coordinates on M , and ξa coordinates on m (µ, ν, · · · = 0, · · · , N − 1, and
a, b, · · · = 0, · · · , D − 1). The D vectors,
ea := X
µ
,a∂µ , (6)
form a basis of tangent vectors to m, at each point of m. The Lorentzian metric induced
on the worldsheet is then given by,
γab = e
µ
ae
ν
b gµν . (7)
Note that in statistical mechanics applications we are interested in a Euclidean “spatial”
metric gµν , and, of course, the induced metric γab is Euclidean as well.
Let the spacetime vectors nµ i denote the ith unit normal to the worldsheet (i, j, · · · =
1, · · · , N −D), defined, up to a local O(N −D) rotation, with
gµνe
µ
a n
ν i = 0 , gµνn
µ inν j = δij . (8)
Normal indices are raised and lowered with δij and δij, respectively, whereas tangential
indices are raised and lowered with γab and γab, respectively.
The vectors {ea, ni} form a basis for spacetime vectors adapted to the situation of
interest here.
The worldsheet projection of the spacetime covariant derivatives is defined by Da :=
eµaDµ, where Dµ is the (torsionless) covariant derivative compatible with gµν . The classical
Gauss-Weingarten equations (see [9, 10]) are given by,
Dae
µ
b = γab
ceµc −Kabinµi , (9)
Dan
µ
i = Kab ie
µb + ωa i
jnµj . (10)
The γab
c = γba
c are the connection coefficients compatible with the worldsheet metric γab.
The quantity Kab
i is the ith extrinsic curvature of the worldsheet defined by
Kab
i = −gµνnµ iDaeνb = Kbai . (11)
The extrinsic geometry of m is determined by Kab
i, and by the extrinsic twist potential,
ωa ij associated with the covariance under normal frame rotations. (see e.g. [11, 10]).
Not every specification of the intrinsic and of the extrinsic geometry is necessarily
consistent with some embedding. There are integrability conditions, the Gauss-Codazzi,
Codazzi-Mainardi, and Ricci equations, which must be satisfied by the intrinsic and ex-
trinsic geometry, for an embedding to exist. We will return to these equations below in
the context of the boundary.
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We turn now to the definition of the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of the worldsheet
boundary ∂m. We treat ∂m as a timelike surface of dimension D − 1, described by the
embedding in the worldsheet m,
ξa = χa(uA) (12)
where A,B, ... = 0, 1, · · · , D − 2, and uA are coordinates on ∂m.
The definition of the extrinsic and intrinsic geometry of the worldsheet boundary pro-
vides a special case of the discussion given above for an arbitrary worldsheet. In order to
establish our notation, we repeat it, specializing to the case of co-dimension one. The D−2
vectors ǫA := χ
a
,A∂a are tangent to the boundary worldsheet ∂m. The metric induced on
∂m is then,
hAB = γabχ
a
,Aχ
b
,B . (13)
The normal to ∂m is defined by
γabη
aǫbA = 0, γabη
aηb = 1 . (14)
The Gauss-Weingarten equations take the form:
∇AǫaB = γABCǫaC − kABηa , (15)
∇Aηa = kABǫaB . (16)
where ∇A = ǫaA∇a is the gradient along the tangential basis {ǫA}, γABC are the connection
coefficients compatible with the boundary worldsheet metric hAB, and kAB = kBA is the
edge worldsheet extrinsic curvature associated with the embedding of δm in m. For a co-
dimension one embedding, the extrinsic geometry is determined completely by the extrinsic
curvature, and the Ricci integrability conditions are vacuous.
For the role it will play in the sequel, it is useful also to contrast this description with
the description of the boundary δm, or, which is the same thing, of the edge worldsheet,
embedded directly in spacetime,
xµ = Xµ(uA) , (17)
with tangents eµA := e
µ
aǫ
a
A. This corresponds to the map compositionX
µ(ξa(uA)) = Xµ(uA).
The induced metric is exactly as before, Eq. (13). The spacetime normals to m are also
normal to ∂m in spacetime. With ηµ := eµaη
a, these vectors complete the normal basis
which we label nI := {η, ni}. We will use the index 0 to denote the direction along ηµ. It
should not be confused with a timelike index. We can now write down the corresponding
Gauss-Weingarten equations (DA := e
µ
ADµ),
DAe
µ
B = γAB
CeµC −KABInµI , (18)
DAn
µ
I = KAB Ie
µB + ωAI
JnµJ . (19)
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With respect to this adapted basis, it is simple to check that KiAB = ǫ
a
Aǫ
b
BK
i
ab, and K
0
AB =
kAB. In addition, ωAij = ǫ
a
Aωa ij. The boundary inherits the extrinsic curvature and twist
of the worldsheet. However, note that ωAi0 = η
aǫbAKab i. Thus, there is the possibility that
the boundary worldsheet might have a non trivial twist (associated with its embedding in
spacetime) though the parent worldsheet does not. In particular, this might be the case
when the parent worldsheet is embedded as a hypersurface in spacetime. In the case of a
one-dimensional boundary, however, the extrinsic twist will be pure gauge.
In is also instructive to examine the hierarchy of integrability conditions which emerges
in these alternative embeddings of the boundary. On one hand, we have the Gauss-Codazzi,
Codazzi-Mainardi, and Ricci integrability conditions associated with the embedding of m
in spacetime:
Rabcd = Rabcd −KaciKbd i +KadiKbc i , (20)
Rabc i = ∇˜aKbc i − ∇˜bKac i , (21)
and
Rab ij = Ωab ij −Kac iKbcj +Kbc iKacj . (22)
Here ∇˜a is the covariant derivative associated with the extrinsic twist potential ωaij , and
Ωab ij is its curvature. The left hand side of these equations denote the contraction of the
background spacetime Riemann tensor Rµνρσ with the basis {ea, ni}. Rabcd is the Riemann
tensor of the worldsheet covariant derivative ∇a.
We also have the Gauss-Codazzi and Codazzi-Mainardi integrability conditions associ-
ated with the embedding of ∂m in m:
RABCD = RABCD − kACkBD + kADkBC , (23)
and
RABCdηd = DAkBC −DBkAC . (24)
The left hand side of these equations denote the contraction of the worldsheet Riemann
tensor Rabcd with the basis {ǫA, η}. We use the notation RABCD to denote the Riemann
tensor of the boundary covariant derivative DA.
Finally, there are the Gauss-Codazzi, Codazzi-Mainardi, and Ricci integrability condi-
tions associated with the direct embedding of the boundary in spacetime:
RABCD = RABCD −KACIKBD I +KADIKBC I , (25)
RABCI = D˜AKBC I − D˜BKAC I , (26)
and
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RABIJ = ΩAB IJ −KAC IKBCJ +KBC IKACJ . (27)
D˜A is the twist covariant derivative associated with ωAIJ . We note that consistency between
Eq.(22) and (27) implies
ΩAB ij = ǫ
a
Aǫ
b
BΩab ij ,
ΩAB i0 = ǫ
c
C
[
ǫaAKac ikB
C − ǫbBKbc ikAC
]
.
III. EXTREMAL OBJECTS WITH LOADED EDGES
The dynamics of the membrane is specified by the choice of an appropriate phenomeno-
logical action, constructed with scalars built with the quantities that characterize the in-
trinsic and extrinsic geometry of the membrane worldsheet. In the presence of edges, one
needs also to specify some dynamical rule for the edges themselves. We choose the DNG
action for the membrane, and the same action for its edges.
The action we consider is
S = S0 + Sb , (28)
where
S0[X,χ] = −µ0
∫
m
dDξ
√−γ , (29)
Sb[χ,X ] = −µb
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√−h , (30)
µ0 is the membrane tension, µb is the tension of the edge membrane, γ the determinant of
the membrane worldsheet metric γab, and h is the determinant of the boundary worldsheet
metric hAB. This action is a functional both of the embedding X
µ of m in M , and of the
embedding χa of ∂m in m. There may well be many disconnected edges. To avoid clutter
we ascribe the one tension µb to all.
To derive the equations of motion arising from the action (28), consider first a variation
of the embedding of m, Xµ → Xµ + δXµ. The displacement is assumed to vanish on two
spacelike hypersurfaces of m, which play the role of initial and final times.
We decompose the displacement with respect to the spacetime basis {ea, ni}, as
δX = Φaea + Φ
ini . (31)
We now have that under this displacement, the intrinsic metric change is [10, 12]
δXγab = 2K
i
abΦi +∇aΦb +∇bΦa . (32)
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The variation of the membrane action S0 gives,
δXS0 = −µ0
∫
m
dDξ
√
γγab
[
KiabΦi +∇aΦb
]
= −µ0
∫
m
dDξ
√
γ
[
KiΦi +∇aΦa
]
(33)
= −µ0
∫
m
dDξ
√−γKiΦi − µ0
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√
−h ηbΦb . (34)
The last line obtains from the preceeding one by applying Stokes’ theorem to the second
term. Here ηa is the outward pointing normal to ∂m introduced in Eq.(14). We find that
only the normal projection of the variation, Φi, contributes to the equations of motion of
the membrane, this is generally true regardless of the form of the action S0 so long as it
is constructed in a worldsheet (m) diffeomophism invariant way. There is no boundary
term associated with Φi. This is not, however, generally true, it is an artifact of extremal
dynamics.
The tangential variation gives only a boundary term. This is a consequence of the
fact that tangential deformations correspond modulo a displacement of the boundary to
infinitesimal worldsheet diffeomorphisms. This is why we could ignore such variations in
our study of objects without boundary.
We note that the boundary contribution to Eq.(34) is (minus µ0 times) the change in
the worldsheet volume under a normal deformation of the boundary, δχa = ηbΦbη
a. As we
will see, it will contribute to the equations of motion of the edge. The projections of Φb
onto ∂m do not contribute.
Before considering the variational analysis of Sb, we comment briefly on the case of
an open membrane with a massless boundary. The normal term will vanish whenever
γ(η, η) = 0 or the boundary is null. Physically, no momentum may cross the surface. This
can only occur if the boundary is a null surface, moving at each point at the speed of light
[2]. In the textbook treatment this is arranged by demanding that the normal projection
of the worldsheet derivative of the embedding function vanish on the boundary. (For a
geometric treatment of such boundary conditions, see [13])
Let us consider now the variation of the edge action under the infinitesimal variation
in the worldsheet (31). This variation is transmitted to the geometry of the boundary
through its effect on γab, given by Eq.(32). We have
δXSb = −1
2
µb
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√−hhABδXhAB
= −µb
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√−hHab(KiabΦi +∇aΦb) , (35)
where we have introduced the projector onto ∂m, Hab := hABχa,Aχb,B and the fact that
δXhAB = χ
a
,Aχ
b
,BδXγab.
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The vanishing of the variation of the total action S (28) under arbitrary normal defor-
mations, Φi, gives the equations of motion for the membrane, Eq. (1), K
i = 0. Φi is not
fixed on the boundary, so there is a boundary term appearing in Eq.(35) to contend with.
It vanishes whenever , Eq.(3), HabKabi = 0, evaluated on ∂m, is satisfied. The variational
principle has therefore also provided the natural boundary conditions on the embedding
X . We will discuss the interpretation of these conditions below.
The vanishing of the variation of S, under arbitrary tangential deformations, Φa with
support on the boundary, gives the equation of motion for the boundary (2),(if µb 6= 0)
k = −µ0/µb. To see this we note that
Hab∇aΦb = DAΦA + kηaΦa , (36)
where we have exploited the fact that k = Hab∇aηb and we define ΦA = γabΦaǫbA, so that
δXSb = −µb
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√
−h(HabKiabΦi +DAΦA + kηaΦa) . (37)
The first term appearing on the right hand side of Eq.(36) is a divergence — corresponding
to an infinitesimal boundary diffeomorphism, δχA = ΦA. In the case of a smooth physical
boundary this term does not contribute (the boundary of a boundary is zero). The latter
term appearing on the right hand side of Eq.(36), however, adds to the surface term
appearing in Eq.(34) to give Eq.(2).
We have not had to vary the action with respect to the boundary embedding to obtain
Eq.(2). For completeness, and consistency, let us now consider the variation in S induced
by a displacement of the boundary worldsheet ∂m,
δχ = Ψη +ΨAǫA . (38)
We obtain
δχS = −µ0
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√
−hΨ− µb
∫
∂m
dD−1u
√
−hhABkABΨ , (39)
modulo the same divergence appearing in Eq.(36). We again reproduce Eq.(2), nothing
new is obtained. It is worth noting that this variation does not pick up Eq.(3).
It is instructive to compare the equations of motion describing the dynamics of an
isolated boundary (imagine the spanning membrane removed) with Eq.(2). The dynamics is
now simply extremal and we have (in the notation of sect.II) hABKIAB = 0, or alternatively
k = 0 and HabKiab = 0. The former differs from (2) in the manner we would expect. The
latter set of equations, however, reproduce the boundary conditions given by Eqs.(3). The
departure from extremality when the boundary is spanned by a membrane occurs along
the normal which is tangent to the membrane worldsheet.
The boundary conditions (3) are still not exactly the standard (Robin) kind of boundary
condition we are accustomed to handle. It is worthwhile therefore to demonstrate explicitly
that they are sensible boundary conditions on Eqs.(1). We note that
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Kiab = −niµ
(
∇a∇bXµ + ΓµαβXα,aXβ,b
)
, (40)
so that Eq.(3) reads
niµ
[ (
∆− ηaηb∇a∇b
)
Xµ + ΓµαβHabXα,aXβ,b
]
= 0 . (41)
We now exploit the fact that the Laplacian, ∆Ψ, of any worldsheet scalar (such as Xµ)
can be decomposed as
∆Ψ = DADAΨ+ (ηa∇a)2Ψ+ kηa∇aΨ , (42)
and the fact that
ηaηb∇a∇bΨ = (ηa∇a)2Ψ , (43)
to express Eq.(41) in the alternative form
niµ
[
DADAXµ + ΓµαβHαβ
]
= 0 . (44)
where we have defined Hαβ := HabXα,aXβ,b. In this form, the equations Eq.(3) involve only
derivatives of Xµ along ∂m, and thus it provides sensible boundary conditions for Eq. (1).
Moreover, the form (44) of the boundary conditions suggests to reexpress the edge
equations of motion, Eq. (2), as
ηµ
[
DADAXµ + ΓµαβHαβ
]
= −µ0
µb
, (45)
and we can now combine Eqs.(44) and (45) as
DADAXµ + ΓµαβHαβ = −
µ0
µb
ηµ . (46)
This equations exhibit clearly the effect of the spanning membrane on the dynamics of the
edges, via the driving term on the right hand side. In the case of a string, with proper
time τ along the trajectory of a boundary point, Eq.(46) reduces to (Dτ = (dX
µ/dτ)Dµ)
µbDτ
(
dXµ
dτ
)
= −µ0 ηµ , (47)
so that the acceleration of a boundary point Dτ (dX
µ/dτ) is constant in magnitude and
directed into m.
IV. DISCUSSION
Consider the example of a rigidly rotating string bounded by point particles. It is
clear that there is no solution of Eq.(1) corresponding to a straight non-rotating segment
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of string with massless ends. Energy conservation would imply that such a configuration
has a fixed proper length which is inconsistent with the nullity of the ends. With masses
loading the ends, however, a solution exists because energy can be transfered from the
string to its boundary. The monopoles are accelerated towards each other by the constant
force provided by the tension in the string, the string collapses to a singularity.
When the string rotates, the massive ends experience a centrifugal acceleration. Our
non-relativistic intuition suggests that stable bound states exist. In particular, circular
orbits with a fixed radius, R (corresponding to a fixed string length) and fixed angular
velocity ω exist. These orbits are constrained by the requirement that ωR ≤ 1. The
corresponding worldsheet of the string is simply a truncation at this radius of the circular
timelike helicoid of a rigidly rotating string with massless ends. Geometrically, this is
possible because the boundary conditions Eq.(3) are automatically satisfied when ω and R
are constants.
In the higher dimensional case of a membrane bounded by a string, a non-trivial in-
terplay between the tension in the membrane and that in the boundary is possible. These
forces might operate in opposite directions. This is the case for a circular hole in a planar
sheet of membrane. The tension on the circle tends to restore the membrane, that in the
membrane to self destruction. There is clearly a critical radius determining which one will
prevail. This competition is expected to play a role in topology changing processes.
In a subsequent publication we examine perturbation theory pointing out, in particular,
how we must modify the treatment in [11] or [10] when dynamical boundaries are taken into
account[14]. In [15] the analysis undertaken here for DNG extended objects is generalized
to arbitrary phenomenological actions, both for the membrane and for the boundary.
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